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Hello, Lani speaking.to you, as we begin today’s
inner journey and the inner journey expands you
into an outer state of consciousness – a greater
state of consciousness – and it is in this way that
your energy body that I identify as your body of light
is able to immediately be with the gathering of us all
in the receiving area of the Station of Light. Into this
great dimensional space – multi-levels, multidimensional area in the Station of Light.
So, here you are and here we begin today’s
experience.
A little reminder – make sure your body is
comfortable and that you can have this time
devoted to you for your well-being, upliftment and
expansion of consciousness.

“Welcome. I am known as
Orem and I am here
addressing you as a focal point
for the assembly of the
Galactic Beings who are
supporting you, observing you,
assisting you in many ways,
together with the Council of
Light.

There are, if you observe in this space, layers –
dimensional layers and energy fields all around
you. In the same way, your energy field where you
exist in your physicality has these many
dimensional layers and aspects to your energy
field, so as you have evolved to this point of
reconnection into this state of consciousness, you
also have evolved to observe how your energy field
has been affected by various different layers of
conditioning. Have you also been observing and
realising recently that many of those layers of
disturbance and limited thinking and conditioning
aspects have been cleared away from you.
There has been a great amount of attention given
to the Earth-plane dimension and its energetic
fields to enable this clearance to occur and this is
continuing. There are many dimensional aspects
coming into alignment around you as an individual
and around the planetary sphere and around the
moon and around different aspects existing in the
energetic fields within the wholistic energy matrix
which is known as Earth, to be clear, to be free.
There have been many adjustments made as a
result of the dimensional portals that have been
opening, allowing a clearer energy flow to come
into the planet and also allowing the energy that
has been disrupting the higher order to be released,
to flow out to be returned to the energy stations that
they were emitted from. That is another sense of an
energy space beyond Earth Station at this present
current location where it is.

What is readily available for you to comprehend is
that the Light and codes included in that Light have
been sufficient up until this present moment in your
reality to enable this layer of clearance to occur – of
the energy field. We bring this to your attention in
this way in this gathering so that you fully
experience this being cleared from your energy
system as it is present here.
There have been many layers that you have been
involved with. Some of these have been the
instrumentation around you that had created this
confinement – this energetic field – as part of this
civilization that you have been experiencing in your
current lifetime to now. You must fully realise that
by your choice you have been shedding many of
those layers. Many of those layers have been
contradicting what your inner knowing has been
revealing to you, so as you are receiving the pure
element as it was in your original existence – your
original point of existence as a humanoid being – as
you realise the fulness of that – you are allowing that
clarity to come into the civilization. In this point,
while you will be seeing disturbances among
people who are very busy trying to block the higher
energy information to come through, there will be a
cross-over point when the energy that is available
to you all currently now is allowed to be understood,
in an individual way. It is an individual choice. You
will see that people remain in the fight or flight mode
by their choice, so in this moment what is being
suffused, or around, and is available in the
energetic overlaying starfield matrix around you all,
resides there, exists there.
You are playing your part even if you are observing
what is presented to you through current media
ways, by your observation from your higher point of
existence, there is the opportunity given for the
expansion of consciousness for the clearance of
that pattern. Simply by being aware that the pattern
of clearance is there, it is available for those ones
who are ready. This comes in different waves and
different ways to general people, but again, it is a
freedom of choice which people can take that
opportunity or continue to remain where they are.

Now moving away from that state, come into your
knowingness that there has been a conversion
happening throughout your energy body and
therefore throughout all layers of the energetic
cellular pattern and the codes, converting what had
been existing in your existence, converting it into a
higher field of comprehension and that in turn lifts
you up and converts your current existence pattern
into a higher field of existence. As you realise that
this is already happening, it gains momentum in
you and the energy field will be helping you to
sustain the higher existence and for the realisation
to come to you for the energy on your pathway to
be revealed as the clear pattern that existed
already and is waiting for you to continue your
involvement into that, recognizing the new services
available to you, the newer connections, the clearer
connections, to the ongoing expanding field of the
Galactic Federation waiting for you again, to coexist in that state.
This is a general reminder again, in a simple way,
so that you recognize this.
You may be aware as you are presenting yourself
here, that there is a greater activation in some of
the energy field around you identified as your initial
heart processing vortex that takes in all of this
energy, reminding you of your pure state of
existence, reminding you of more patterns of
creation for you to be bringing into manifestation
around you.
In this moment it is the expansion of this sensation
containing the field of concept which contains the
principles of manifestation and expansion into that
and you will be adapting to this, you will be
interpreting it, you will be allowing it to unfold in your
day to day existence, filling what you do with a
higher dimensional field of existence. In this way
you may realise there is expansion into the different
layers known as dimensional fields to you. It is a
continual process of engaging this energy and
allowing yourself to evolve and transform into the
upgraded level of existence.

This may be different to your expectations, if your
expectations are based on how you have
interpreted perhaps visual media processes. It is
always an individual way. Remember, you have
had many visitations to the dimensional existence
known as the crystalline light cities, so that is the
part that you will be resonating with in your energy
field here. Already in your community in your
current lifestyle you may be experiencing this.
Remember to deselect observations and
relationships that may have come in around you,
where you recognize that they do not belong into
this Light City civilization where you are focusing
yourself within. It will seem that your relationships
and what you notice around you will be different to
a neighbor’s observation and relationship, so you
must come back to your own personal identity as a
Being of Light tuned into the greater evolved
Galactic state of consciousness, a greater sense of
Oneness and of recognizing that the Earth station
is already evolving into that status of being a planet
of Light, of expansion of consciousness.
This is given to you many times and each time you
recognize a different level of what is being
presented to you. This is always the underlying
purpose for you being brought into this Station of
Light and greater consciousness field. It may not
answer questions that you have in your mind that
relate to Earthly conditions, but it will answer inner
knowing senses and your desire to bring yourself
into a higher state of realization and manifestation.
This is a natural process and so we recognize this
station and your status in the life pattern.
This is what is available to you at this time and I
bring your awareness back to your presence in the
initial gathering receiving area of the Station.

Thank you, Orem.
This is Lani again and I acknowledge the
transformation happening within this particular
experience today and I acknowledge that it will
continue to unfold.
As I observe all of you gathered here, I observe the
state of happiness, of joy being reflected from every
one of us back to everyone of us. I also
acknowledge the presence of the other Beings
around us and this is what I would remind you – that
you bring all of this back into your current body and
lifestyle, which is changing.
So, bring all of this back now, fully into your physical
energy presence, manifesting in you, reminding
yourself that you are an energetic lifeform that has
different densities to it that are recognised as the
physical body, because the body is needed to exist
in the present gravitational existence on Earth.
Thank you again for receiving this and being with
me and I end this session through the Omega
Communications Portal.
Do make sure you focus in the current day and
time, bringing yourself back into the present
moment, in the presence of your Light Self and all
of the Light Beings.
Thank you

Lani

Thus, I withdraw

Orem out “
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